Challenges for health in the Anthropocene epoch
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Humanity experienced unprecedented but unequal progress over the past century. Globally, the successful escape of many millions from poverty was accompanied by considerable improvements in living conditions, such as access to water and sanitation, improved hygiene, and better housing.(1) Access to effective healthcare resulted in improvements in both communicable and non-communicable disease prevention and treatment,(2, ) leading to advances in health, including a rapid increase in global life expectancy and a steep decline in under five mortality.(3)

Increased prosperity and better human health come at a cost, however. Economic and population growth increase demand for food, energy, and natural resources.(4) These demands are met in an unsustainable way that includes an overreliance on fossil fuels.(4) Biodiversity is being lost at a rate 100 times greater than background rates in pre-human times, e.g. because of deforestation, urbanisation, and climate change.(5) The oceans are acidifying from dissolved carbon dioxide, while additional threats to marine ecosystems are posed by plastic and other pollution, and overfishing.(6)

The multiplicity of changes in the Earth’s natural systems is captured in the term “Anthropocene epoch,” originally coined by Paul Crutzen, to describe our current age.(7) The Anthropocene is characterised by the dominance of humans over the global environment and replaces the Holocene epoch, a period of relative climatic stability lasting around 11 500 years, during which humanity moved from being hunter-gatherers to agriculturalists to today’s predominantly urban population.(7)

Humanity can safely flourish within nine planetary boundaries which represent key processes and systems that regulate the interactions between oceans, land, atmosphere and life and thus the stability of the Earth System as a whole. Four of these boundaries have been crossed and a number are now under imminent threat, increasing risks to human health.(4)
For example, rising levels of greenhouse gas and short lived climate pollutant emissions worldwide have increased average global temperature(8) to approximately 1°C above pre-industrial levels.(9) Current commitments to emission reductions under the Paris Climate Agreement would result in a temperature increase of over 3°C by the end of the century, posing severe challenges for populations worldwide, particularly those with limited capacity to adapt.(10)

**Health threats**

Increasing temperatures from climate change have major implications for mortality rates and labour productivity, particularly in tropical and sub-tropical regions.(11, 12) Effects mediated through disturbances in natural systems include changes in the transmission of vectorborne, waterborne, and foodborne diseases, together with serious threats to food security and nutritional quality of food.(13, 14) Other effects will be mediated through socioeconomic mechanisms, such as increasing poverty. Those populations which have contributed least to environmental change are often most vulnerable to its effects, further widening already unacceptable inequities.(15)

Safeguarding human health means staying in the “safe operating space” within planetary boundaries. This realisation gave birth to a new interdisciplinary scientific field, planetary health, which conceptualises that human health and natural systems are interdependent.(16) It underscores the urgency of protecting the Earth’s natural “life support” systems when developing strategies for population health.

Potential solutions to these threats must increase the resilience of populations to any changes that cannot be prevented,(17) as well as capitalising on transformative policies, interventions, and technologies that reduce our environmental footprint, while protecting and promoting health.(18) Promising strategies to help populations adapt include early warning systems for extreme heat, floods, and infectious disease outbreaks,(19) and provision of water and sanitation systems capable of withstanding extreme events.(20) Natural solutions, such as protecting mangroves or wetlands, help reduce risks of coastal flooding,(21) and exposure to green space improves mental health.(22)

Transformative, sustainable policies in sectors such as energy, transport, housing, industry, food, and agriculture may yield major health benefits from reduced air pollution, increased physical activity, and improved diets.(23) Careful planning can minimise unintended adverse consequences, such as worsening inequalities. Recent disturbances in France after a proposed rise in fuel taxes emphasise the need to engage the public in potential
solutions and anticipate barriers to change. Societies must move towards a circular economy that prioritises recycling, reuse, and shared ownership, and minimises waste—with appropriate safeguards to reduce risks from exposure to hazardous chemicals.(24) Health professionals have a vital part to play in reducing the environmental impact of health services; increasing resilience to environmental change; supporting healthy, sustainable behaviours; and advocating for policies to protect planetary health.(25)

The BMJ is planning a special series on planetary health and the practical transformations needed to improve human health and protect our essential natural systems. Our knowledge of the challenges and opportunities in the Anthropocene epoch is still evolving and we aim to stimulate debate, advance understanding, and share experience. We call for manuscripts that assess threats to planetary health and present evidence for relevant policies and interventions—including ideas for feature articles or multimedia—illustrating what can be achieved at local level.

We invite submissions for consideration that describe the effects of environmental change on health or factors increasing vulnerability to such changes; strategies to promote resilience to environmental change, including evaluation of specific approaches to adaptation; effectiveness of more sustainable interventions and policies to improve health, including low carbon and circular economy approaches; and lessons learnt from successes and failures at local or regional level.

We hope this special series will raise awareness of the threats to humanity and natural systems in the Anthropocene epoch, but more importantly will inspire creative and far sighted responses to our era’s pressing challenges.
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